
Providing
The Highest Quality
FF&E Procurement Services
At Costs That Represent
True Value
To Our Clients



> Join the Project Team at Pre-Construction Team Meetings.

> Confirm Understanding of Project Objectives & Design Criteria.

> Extablish and Confirm Approval Procedures, Project Schedule,

   and Budget Parameters.

> Join the Project Team at the Model Room Review and Assist Design-

   Team with Sourcing for the Cost-Effective Implemation of the FF&E.

> Review the Preliminary FF&E Specifications for Compliance with

   Acceptable Hospitality Industry Standards.

> Suggest Alternate Sourcing to Provide Savings While Maintaining

   the Integrity of the Design.

> Review the Design Package and Prepare a Line Item Budget and
   Implementation Schedule for the Client's Approval.

That Each New Project
Brings With it

During the Project Development Phase,
We Provide The Following Services:

Our Policies and Procedures
Are Flexible to Accommodate

The Unique Requirements



> Consult with the design team as they are preparing the FF&E specifications

> Verify references for all suppliers considered

> Review the contract documents for completeness and suitability

> Review the consolidated construction schedule and comment on any aspect

   which affects purchasing

> Assist in the preparation of the commercial terms and conditions, waivers of

   lien, and warrantee provisions of the bid packages and coordinate these with

   the client's financial and legal consultants

> Release the bid packages for competitive bidding

> Respond to and coordinate the bidder's requests for clarification, coordinate
   with the design team to prepare, and issue addenda
> Review with the design team all supplier (bidder) alternates or substitutions
> Conduct a work session with the client, the design team, and the construction
   manager to reach agreement as to the successful bidders
> Clarify any open issues with the successful bidders
> Prepare a cash flow projection of all FF&E contracts illustrating when payment
   to suppliers is projected with monthly subtotals and total projected costs
> With the client's written approval, award vendor contracts
> Draft purchase orders by vendor, by category, and by line item
> Obtain client's approval on all purchase orders
> Distribute purchase orders to all vendors
> Review and audit all purchase order confirmations for accuracy
> Expedite the production of all samples and related shop drawings as required
   by the contract documents
> Monitor all vendor manufacturing, including the shipment and receipt of all
   fabric elements
> Continually communicate with all vendors and manufacturers to ensure all
   delivery schedules are maintained

Is structured in the following steps:
Our bid and order process



> Provide consistent follow-up with each vendor and installation service

   to identify any potential production, delivery, and installation

   schedule-related problems

> Regularly prepare an expediting report for the client's review

> Provide the client with a monthly status report on all outstanding
   purchase orders, the projects FF&E budget, and cash flow forecast
> Audit vendor invoices for accuracy and completeness
> Verify with the design team that all samples have been approved prior to
   releasing any funds to the vendors
> Present the client with reviewed and approved for payment transmittals
   in ample time to allow the client to make payment within discount periods
   allowed by various vendors

> Verify with each vendor the dates the goods are available for
   shipment, minimizing warehousing whenever possible
> Determine with the client, the most cost-effective methods and
   procedures

the company's senior management involved from start to finish.
Our years of experience in working with the world's largest hospitality

clients have taught us to apply careful scrutiny and exacting management
standards to bring about a successful completion to each and every project.

To ensure the project proceeds
on schedule, we:

To provide proper administration, we:

Traffic management and final reporting
are implemented to:

When you choose to work with Neil Locke and Associates, you will have



that represent true value to our clients.

expertise to provide the highest quality services at costs

the hospitality procurement industry who have combined their

Neil Locke & Associates was established by Verertans of

and diligent manner, and reduces project costs in the later stages.

This is the true value that Neil Locke & Associates offers.

Acting as an advocate for our clients, we believe in constant
communication involving the entire project team.  This symbiotic

working relationship allows ideas to flow freely and decisions
to be made efficiently.

The concept of time payment in the early stages of the development
process allows work to be completed in a disciplined


